TO [ ]
FROM [ ]
CONF. [ ]
INFO. [ ]
CITE DIR [ ]
OUT( )

15. ON THIS REASON DELAY REPLY.

2. HE STATED, DISCUSSED WITH [ ] GAVE OPINIONS, WITH OVERPRINTED
   MATTER HIS ORGANIZATION PLUS UNAUTHORIZED MEMO (NOT FORMAL LETTER) TO [ ]
   HIS IDEAS, [ ] WANTED COUNSEL ON COURIER PROPAGANDA ON EICHHORN CASE
   BUT OBVIOUS HE CAUTION BECOME INTERIMIFIED WITH EUR EFFORT, NOR CAN HE COME CALMO.

3. SUGGEST [ ] MINIMIZE THIS ACTIVITY AS TOO DANGEROUS.

   [ ] ORGANIZATION'S ULTIMATE PURPOSE. [ ] FEELS EICHHORN
   PROP WIL BE MAJOR EFFORT AND NEEDS COUNSEL BUT HE NOT WILLING, AND WE AGREE,
   ENTER EUR CAMPAIGN THROUGH LAVON CASE AND OTHER ISSUES.

4. NO INTEREST HIS FOR "RECRUIT ROLE THIS ACTIVITY."

5. FOR [ ] HIS REVIEWING MAZI COMPLEX EUR AND WILL POST SUMMA.

END OF MESSAGE

STATE: [ ] VOLUNTEER COUNSEL EUR: ON COUNTER PROPAGANDA ON EICHHORN CASE.
Requested guidance for role for [ ]
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